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Artisto violin case













Accessory compartment
String tube
4 bow holders
Inside cradle made of injected high
density polyurethane foam,
protecting the instrument against
thermal shocks
2 padded backpack straps,
adjustable, removable
Anti-slip shoulder strap with pad,
adjustable, removable
Side handle & subway handle
Large expandable external pocket
for sheet music
Zipper
2000 denier water-resistant
Cordura fabric
PVC fabric reinforcements

Classic III violin case
 Inside cradle made of injected high
density polyurethane foam,
protecting the instrument against
thermal shocks





Removable accessory pouch





Subway handle



Zipper 1000 denier water-resistant
Cordura fabric



2 bow holders
2 backpack straps with pad,
adjustable, removable
Side handle
External expandable pocket for
large sheet music

Secret pocket for Kun shoulder rest

Classic violin case











Inside cradle made of injected high
density polyurethane foam,
protecting the instrument against
thermal shocks
Accessory compartment
String tube
2 bow holders
2 padded backpack straps,
adjustable, removable
Side handles
Large expandable external pocket
for sheet music
Zipper and security buckles
1000 denier water-resistant
Cordura fabric

Classic III violin case
 Inside cradle made of injected high










density polyurethane foam,
protecting the instrument against
thermal shocks
Removable accessory pouch
2 bow holders
2 backpack straps with pad,
adjustable, removable
Subway handle
Side handle
External expandable pocket for
large sheet music

Zipper 1000 denier water-resistant
Cordura fabric
Secret pocket for Kun shoulder rest

Hightech Slim Violin case Orangey













Total suspension of the instrument
on injected foam cushions
Removable inside accessories
pocket
2 bow holders
Shells made of the Bam Hightech
technique : a triple-ply structure
made of high performance
materials (ABS, solid polyurethane
foam, another type of ABS)
Outstanding protection and ultra
light weight
2 comfortable neoprene anti=slip
backpack straps with security
screw hooks
Very comfortable bi-material side
handle
Subway handle
Airtight seal
2 combination latches

Hightech Slim Violin case –
Navy blue













Total suspension of the instrument
on injected foam cushions
Removable inside accessories
pocket
2 bow holders
Shells made of the Bam Hightech
technique : a triple-ply structure
made of high performance
materials (ABS, solid polyurethane
foam, another type of ABS)
Outstanding protection and ultra
light weight
2 comfortable neoprene anti=slip
backpack straps with security
screw hooks
Very comfortable bi-material side
handle
Subway handle
Airtight seal
2 combination latches

Hightech Contoured Violin
case - Lazure Black














Suspension of the instrument on
injected foam cushions
Inside removable accessory pouch
2 bow holders
Strap for a "Kun" style shoulder
rest
Shells made of the Bam Hightech
technique : a triple-ply structure
made of high performance
materials (ABS, Airex foam,
another type of ABS)
Outstanding protection and
ultralight weight
2 comfortable neoprene anti-slip
backpack straps with security
screw hooks
2 softouch latches with key
Very comfortable bi-material side
handle & subway handle
Airtight seal
Antislip and antiwear rubber
patches on the bottom outer shell

Hightech Oblong Violin case with
pocket – black carbon look
















Total suspension of the
instrument on injected foam
cushions
Removable inside accessory
pocket
4 bow holders
Strap for a "Kun" style shoulder
rest
Shells made of the Bam Hightech
technique : a triple-ply structure
made of high performance
materials (ABS, Airex foam,
another type of ABS)
Outstanding protection and ultralight weight
2 comfortable neoprene anti-slip
backpack straps with security
screw hooks
Subway handle & side handle
2 combination latches
Airtight seal
Anti-slip and anti-wear rubber
patches on the bottom outer shell
External A4 sized music pocket

Hightech Oblong Viola case with
pocket – silver carbon look
















Suspension of the instrument on
injected foam cushions
Removable accessory pouch
4 bow holders
Strap for a "Kun" style shoulder rest
Length adjustable until 43c
Maximum bottom width: 25.4 cm
Shells made of the Bam Hightech
technique : a triple-ply structure made
of high performance materials (ABS,
Airex foam, another type of ABS)
Outstanding protection and ultra lightweight
2 comfortable neoprene antislip
backpack straps with security screw
hooks
2 combination lock
Side handle & subway handle
Airtight seal
Anti-slip and anti-wear rubber patches
on the bottom outer shell
Large external pocket: 42 x 30,5 x 2,5
cm

